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EXECUTIVE MANAGEMENT COMMITTEE
APRIL 19,2012

SUBJECT: METRO CUSTOMER EXPERIENCE
ACTION:

RECEIVE AND FILE REPORT ON IMPROVING CUSTOMER
EXPERIENCE

RECOMMENDATION

Receive and file Board requested report on customer experience improvements.
ISSUE

At the December 201 1 meeting, the Board directed staff (motion by Director
Antonovich) to review certain areas of Metro customer services and information and to
recommend strategies to improve the customer experience (Attachment A). The review
was to include: A) developing a peer review partnership with theme parks and the
entertainment industry; B) converting schedule displays in system stations to provide
countdown timers; C) improving rail station signage to facilitate customer transfers and
ease system use; D) adding services such as Wi-Fi and coffee kiosks; E) making fare
media purchases more customer friendly; and F) surveying major transit properties to
identify other ideas to improve the customer experience. This report provides a
summary of the staff review conducted in response to this motion.
DISCUSSION

Improvements can always be made in customer service and customer environments.
The key is identifying the correct approach and application for improvement. Staff
reviewed each subject area and provided a description of the area studied, the review
approach utilized and observations emanating from the reviews. In a separate motion
at the February 2012 meeting, the Board directed staff (motion by Directors
Villaraigosa, O1Connor1Wilson and Huizar) to provide findings and recommendations
on a range of existing and future rail station/customer experience improvements
including some of those listed below and an initial report on this motion will also be
provided to the Board this month.
A) Theme Park and Entertainment Industry Partnership
The Board directed staff to develop a partnership with theme parks and the
entertainment industry to review and make recommendations on how the agency can
provide a better customer experience.

Approach: Staff examined customer experience approaches of Disney and Nordstrom
by reviewing Disney Institute's "Approach to Quality Customer Service" and
Nordstrom's "customer-driven leadership strategies." In addition, staff assembled a
focus group consisting of a cross-section of entertainment, theme park, employer and
business partners to obtain experiential feedback on the Metro system. After navigating
Los Angeles aboard Metro buses and trains over a six-hour period the group was
convened to review observations and findings and make recommendations for
improvement.
Observations/Actions: The Disney Institute provided many examples of how important it
is to exceed the customer's expectations of service and how to train staff, create
programs and build facilities to accomplish this. For example, Disney employee
orientation includes a segment on the history of Disney to impart an appreciation for its
legacy of tradition and service which in turn instills a sense of pride in each employee.
Each park employee carries a card entitled "Code of Guest Services" that details the
proper way to greet and treat a guest and highlights Disney's "Four Keys: Safety,
Courtesy, Show, and Efficiency." An employee newsletter and events calendar keeps
employees up to date on the latest Disney news. Employees are empowered to be
problem solvers and great care is taken to hire the right people for the right jobs.
Disney continually exceeds their guests' expectations because they are focused on
their experiences and are committed to a customer driven culture and management
strategy. For example, they ensure departmental cooperation and performance by
assembling cross-functional teams, co-locating by function and streamlining
procurement procedures; they continually raise the bar and encourage creativity while
exercising firm but fair leadership to accomplish their goals; they know their customers
and encourage their employees to use their best judgment at all times.
The focus group that participated in the "Metro Experience" day was also an excellent
source for feedback on the customer experience. The 16 participants included
representatives of The Walt Disney Company, The Hollywood Chamber of Commerce,
California State University Northridge, University of Southern California, University of
California Los Angeles, the Los Angeles Zoo, Hollywood and Highland Center and
Universal Studios Hollywood. Attachment B contains a summary of feedback received
from the focus group.
B) Countdown Timers in Rail Stations
The Board directed staff to develop a plan to convert station schedule displays to
provide a countdown timer in lieu of the current arrival schedule and to include a
timeline and cost to accomplish this goal.

Approach: Several different departments are involved in coordinating the effort as it
involves station displays, expansion of Nextrip service to rail, Cell PhoneNViFi service to
enable reception underground, and modification of displays to improve legibility.
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Observations/Actions: Operations staff is adding a countdown timer to all Metro
stations that have displays and Communications staff is assisting with the modification
of the displays so that legibility is improved. Installation of new message boards on
the Metro Blue Line and Metro Green Line will begin this summer and are funded by a
Department of Homeland Security Grant. These displays will be the same as the
displays installed on the Metro Red, Purple and Gold Lines. An RFP to provide Cell
PhoneNViFi service in all underground stations has been issued and is projected to go
to the May 2012 Board meeting for review; if approved, installation is expected to take
18 months to complete. Staff is also expected to report to the Board in May or June with
a recommendation regarding amending the existing NextBus contract to integrate the
train arrival times into our Nextrip system. Operational costs for implementation of this
activity are currently funded within Operations budget. Design, production and media
buy costs to provide a public information campaign about the new service are not
currently in the FYI 3 Communications budget and are estimated between $300,000
and $350,000.
C ) Station Sianaae
The Board directed staff to conduct a review of all station signage and recommend
enhancements to help customers transfer more easily and use the system more
effectively.

Approach: Signage and wayfinding by necessity involves multiple disciplines and
Strategic Business Units including Operations, Construction, Planning,
Communications, Safety, Los Angeles Sheriff Department, and Civil Rights. Staff
reviewed an audit of Metro's signage and wayfinding conducted in 2003 and the June
2010 Measure R Strategic Advisory Report. In addition, staff reviewed signage
programs at the New York City Metropolitan Transportation Authority (NYCMTA),
Transport for London (TfL), and Bay Area Rapid Transit (BART) systems.
Observations/Actions: Much of Metro's existing rail signage is in need of repair, out of
date, duplicative, or inadequate; and because the agency has built its rail lines on a line
by line basis, key system-wide issues have not always been adequately addressed. To
give a sense of scale, Metro will shortly have 113 operating stations and each of those
stations has between 100 to 250 signs. However no program or resources are in place
to ensure consistency and accuracy of information and keep these assets in a State of
Good Repair. This is important as signage and wayfinding are key elements to both
maximizing increased ridership and enhancing customer ease of use.
A 2003 report on Metro's signage included an analysis of signs throughout the bus and
rail system and outlined a series of observations and recommendations (summarized in
Attachment C). Over the years additional reports and studies on other topics have
included language about the need to improve signage and wayfinding. The June 2010
Measure R Strategic Advisory Report, specifically noted that system expansion will
have additional impacts on signage and identified the need to "allocate resources and
incorporate related initiatives into design and preconstruction planning" as one of the
recommended initiatives to improve the customer experience.
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Many of the short term low cost recommendations from the 2003 audit have been
implemented. The longer term recommendations will require a more substantial
investment in signage design, oversight, repairs, upgrades, replacements and
improvements. Currently, limited signage reviews are done by part-time as-needed staff
and there is a lack of resources for oversight, quality control, consistency and accuracy
of signage. The rail system has now grown to over 100 stations and industry best
practices suggest Metro consider development and resourcing of a program that would
ensure that signage is kept in a State of Good Repair.
As a point of reference, NYCMTA at one point faced a similar situation and from 19921996 they invested in a major resigning overhaul to bring their rail station signage up to
date. They now regularly budget for signage in their annual operating budget and have
instituted a regular ongoing capital program for new signs as well. NYCMTA also
created a signage department dedicated specifically to rail system signage. TfL has a
similar history and experience. Further study and analysis of these programs and
lessons learned is warranted in order to position Metro as a world class system.
With the largest transit building program in the country, Metro is poised to add an
additional 50 to 100 stations over the next 30 years. To complicate matters, most of
these new stations will be built via Design Build which requires diligent, extremely fastpaced, highly detailed review processes that demand significant oversight. In addition to
these Measure R projects new signage requests involving a range of projects (bike
programs, Nextrip, TPIS, El Monte, Artesia Transit Center, Union Station, Silver Line,
North Hollywood underground connector, station refurbishments, joint developments,
new rules, safety programs, Title VI and Limited English Proficiency obligations,
improving wayfinding for ADA individuals, etc.) are rapidly increasing and need to be
adequately resourced and managed. In addition the Board has requested several
station name changes that have not been implemented due to lack of funding. In light of
these limited resources the Board "directed staff to make changes only when opening a
new line or making improvements at a station".
In January 201 1, the Board approved a Silver Line Station Revitalization Program LOP
which will include significant signage and wayfinding upgrades to the line as well as a
Board requested station name change. And in February the Board directed that staff
prepare an assessment and make recommendations to Connectivity Elements and
signage and way-finding, and efforts are being coordinated for a consistent approach.
A recommendation to replace signage along the 20+ year old Blue Line and develop a
systemwide State of Good Repair program is being brought forward to the Board for
consideration.
D) New Station Services for Customers
The Board directed staff to present recommendations on services (e.g. Wi-Fi, coffee
kiosk) to be added to Metro stations to improve customer experience.

Approach: Staff identified several efforts underway to improve customer services
available within stations as well as new initiatives under consideration.
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Observations/Actions: An RFP was released to provide cell phone coverage in all
Metro Rail underground facilities and includes an option for Wi-Fi coverage. The
proposals were received Feb 25, 2012. The Wi-Fi option will be reviewed to determine
if it is economically feasible to include cell phone coverage. The project will be sent to
the Board for approval and, if approved, it is estimated that the project will take 18
months to be completed.
In addition to Wi-Fi service, there are also efforts to explore vending and concession
opportunities on Metro facilities. A limited number of vending services have been
installed with conditional permits, including six vending machines at four rail stations.
Approximately 20 street vendors are located at rail station plazas, selling food and
products such as hot dogs, jewelry, t-shirts, hats and umbrellas. In addition, the
7thStreetIMetro Center Station stairways provide access to one automated teller
machine and one coffee shop, both of these are situated on private property. Union
Station demonstrates that when there is enough space and mechanical infrastructure
available, it is possible to provide significant improvements to the patron experience.
A little over five years ago, Metro staff carried out a limited informal assessment of the
feasibility of adding newsstand-type services at station areas. The general result was
that the cost to a private vendor of establishing the necessary equipment and
mechanical infrastructure (e.g. power and water) exceeded the potential financial
benefits. Furthermore, adding food and beverage services inside stations when the
consumption of food and beverages on the system is already punishable by a $250 fine
sends a mixed message to our transit patrons. Moreover, the simple addition of vending
machines in rail stations or the addition of vendor food and beverage kiosks is most
likely to result in additional station maintenance, for example to prevent vermin
infestation and the increased risk of fire. Officials in New York have considered a ban
on food and drinks and a $250 fine.
Staff is aware of limited current interest by food, beverage and other vendors for
additional vending opportunities at stations. It may be possible to overcome barriers to
investment if the costs of implementation could be spread out over a number of
locations. In addition, improvements in mobile kiosk equipment and new point of sale
technologies may improve feasibility of expanding current vending options. Staff is
preparing to initiate a study that will identify non-fare revenue opportunities which would
include the vending opportunities mentioned as well as industry best practices.
E) Fare Media Purchasing
The Board directed staff to provide an update with recommendations on how to make
fare media purchasing more customer-friendly

Approach: Staff identified several efforts underway to make purchasing of fare media
more customer-friendly and reviewed new initiatives under consideration.
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ObservationslActions: Metro and TAP fare media are sold through an extensive
distribution network. Customers can purchase fare media from: Metro Customer
Service Centers; over 500 third party retail and employer outlets; 337 self service ticket
vending machines (TVMs) including those located at rail stations; fareboxes on-board
2,700 buses (TAP cards and Day passes only); online services available at
www.taptogo.net; participating regional agencies; nearly 150 non-profit agencies that
serve low income patrons; the County courts and social service agencies (subsidized
regional passes); the Superior Court System (special Metro passes for jurors); special
programs for 660 employers and 4 colleges; and Visa-TAP self-service kiosks.
Attachment D presents detail on fare media distribution outlets.
F) Other Transit Property Customer Initiatives
The Board directed staff to provide a review of other major transit properties in the
country with recommendations on other ideas currently in place nationally that could
improve the customer experience using the Metro bus and rail system. "

Approach: Staff conducted an informal survey designed to capture the latest efforts
other transit agencies are implementing in the areas of customer service, latest
technologies, amenities, and efforts to make transferring easier. The survey was
completed by 13 other agencies. Staff familiar with ideas being implemented in other
systems also provided input.
ObservationslActions: The transit agencies that responded to the survey reported that
they are implementing a variety of initiatives including: real-time arrival information, use
of social media, Wi-Fi and cell phone access, electronic bike lockers, touch-screen
navigation devices, solar powered bus shelters, vending machines, 90-minute
"universal transfer," and customer service reallocation to major transit hubs. Attachment
E provides a listing of these initiatives and a comparison to what Metro is currently
doing and items for consideration. Other notable customer experience best practices
noted by staff include customer "help points," interactive kiosks, various real time tools
and displays, platform trackwall treatments, enhanced lighting, train interior
enhancements, targeted informationladvertisinglpromotional programs, licensing and
merchandizing programs, using station design continuity and canopies as wayfinding
tools, and design excellence programs aimed at delivering world class quality customer
environments. Attachment F provides visual summary of some of these initiatives.
While improvements can always be made in customer service and customer
environments it is worth noting that Metro is currently considered a world leader in a
number of customer experience areas. For example, the agency's award-winning
creative work was recently featured in a best practices brochure entitled "From Here to
There: A Creative Guide to Making Public Transport the Way to Go" published in
multiple languages and distributed internationally by the highly respected World
Resources Institute (WRI). WRI also widely distributed a videolsocial media program
entitled "Transit Agencies Need to Invest in Marketing: A Lesson from Los Angeles"
which was widely circulated amongst transit agencies and governments worldwide and
viewed over 26,000 times online.
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Metro was the first large transit agency in the nation to join Google Transit and is the
only transit agency in the country with a daily blog not only in English (The Source) but
in Spanish (El Pasajero). A number of web features have been added to metro.net
garnering it several awards and a new groundbreaking mobile app will be released next
month. The agency has begun implementation of Nextrip, real time bus arrival
information, and has coordinated and promoted expanded evening rail service with
local retailers. Additional phone lines/customer windows at customer centers have been
added and ticket vending machines have improved user interface.
Metro is also recognized for its award winning art program which has been featured in
several FTA best practice publications and has the world's only volunteer docent
program providing public tours to thousands of new and existing customers each year.
NEXT STEPS

This report presents an initial assessment for the six areas the Board directed staff to
review. As noted, implementation of the countdown timer in rail station displays is
currently underway, however funds for information campaign about the new service
have not been identified. Further evaluation of the remaining five areas is necessary to
determine feasibility of additional actions and resources needed to implement these
actions. Therefore, upon Board approval, staff will prepare a plan of recommendations
to address the other five areas reviewed in this initial assessment. The plan will include
specific tasks, associated costs and an implementation schedule, and will be presented
to the Board for consideration in July 2012.
ATTACHMENTS
A. Motion by Director Antonovich on Customer Experience
B. "Metro Experience" Focus Group Results
C. List of Recommendations from 2003 General Signage Audit
D. Fare Media Outlets
E. Survey of Transit Agencies
F. Notable Initiatives from Other Agencies (Visuals)

Prepared by:
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David Sutton, Director TAP Operations
Maya Emsden, Deputy Executive Officer, Creative Services
Jane Matsumoto, Deputy Executive Officer, TAP
Dan Lindstrom, Wayside Communications Manager
Alexander E. Kalamaros, Transportation Planning Manager IV,
New Business Development
Cosette Stark, Director, Research and Development
Velma Marshall, Deputy Executive Officer, Real Estate
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Chief Communications Officer

I!
Arthur T. Leahy
Chief ~xecutiveOfficer
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ATTACHMENT A
MTA BOARD MEETING
DECEMBER 15,2011
MOTION #48
DIRECTOR ANTONOVICH

To enhance our customer's experience when using our bus and rail system, the MTA should
continually seek ways to improve how we communicate vital, customer-friendly information to
our passengers that makes using transit more appealing and comfortable. With Southern
California considered a global entertainment capital, it also makes sense for MTA to partner
with our local theme parks and entertainment industry on how to improve the transit
experience for our patrons.

I THEREFORE MOVE that the MTA Board directs the CEO to:
(1) Develop a partnership with the theme parks (e.g. Six Flags Magic Mountain,
Universal Studios, Knott's Berry Farm, Disneyland) and entertainment industry (i.e.
Warner Brothers) to review and make recommendations on how MTA can provide
a better customer experience when using our system, and report back to the board
within 90 days on this effort.
(2) Provide to the Board by December 2011 a plan to convert the schedule displays in
our system stations to provide a countdown timer in lieu of the current arrival
schedule, including timeline and cost to accomplish this goal.
(3) Provide to the Board by January 2012 a review of all signage at our MTA stations
with recommendations on how to enhance system signage to help our customers
use the system more effectively and make transfers easier.
(4) Provide to the Board by January 2012 an update with recommendations on what
services to add (e.g. wifi, coffee kiosks) at our MTA stations that would promote a
better customer experience.

(5) Provide to the Board by January 2012 an update with recommendations on how
purchasing fare media to use the MTA system could be made more customer
friendly

(6) Provide to the Board by March 2012 a review of other major transit properties in
the country with recommendations on other ideas currently in place nationally that
could improve the customer experience using the MTA bus and rail system.
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ATTACHMENT B

"METRO EXPERIENCE" FOCUS GROUP RESULTS

A cross-section of entertainment, theme parks, employers and business partners were
invited to participate in a six-hour "Metro Experience". The 16 participants included
representatives of The Walt Disney Company, The Hollywood Chamber of Commerce,
Cal State University Northridge, University of Southern California, University of
California Los Angeles, The Los Angeles Zoo, Hollywood and Highland Center, and
Universal Studios Hollywood.
Participants were asked to experience Metro services first hand by planning and taking
a trip, and then making recommendations on how Metro can better serve its customers.
Metro's goal was to find out how easy (or hard) it is for the group to find travel options,
pay for their trip, get to their stops and use the bus and train. Metro was also interested
in learning real-world perceptions of the experience - comfort, safety, cleanliness,
convenience and friendliness/helpfulness of staff.
A brief overview of Metro services and customer data was presented to the group
followed by explanations of new technologies to help navigate the system such as
Nextrip for mobile devices and the Metro trip planner for the web. The group was then
asked to fill out a brief survey about their expectations of Metro's service. The survey
had questions about convenience, amenities, customer service, cleanliness and safety.
The participants were randomly divided into groups of three or four riders and each
group then chose a "mystery destination." Their exact destination was revealed once
each team opened their "secret envelope." Each group was assigned a Metro staff
escort who was asked not to provide direction or navigation but to serve as resource in
case there was an emergency. Each envelope contained a Metro system map and
paper schedules and each person was given $7 in cash with a "hint" that a Metro Day
Pass might be the best option for using the funds. Each group was asked to return by
11:30 a.m. for a debriefing.
Passenger Expectations and Experiences
After the groups returned, a facilitator helped to elicit responses about their experiences
and their suggestions. The tables on the following pages provide a brief synopsis of the
group's comments.

Staff Leads: David Sutton and Robin OIHara
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PLANNING THE TRlP
Expectations
Metro's online tools will
be easy to use

PAYING FOR TRlP
Expectations
TAP will be easy to use
but not sure how zones
work

Experiences
Technology was impressive and a great tool when
it worked. For some it did not work due to
problems wlmobile device compatibility & low
phone service areas
Variety of paper, technology & signage info.
Trip Planner required too much information up
front
"Nextrip text option is genius" but required bus stop
number to work properly
Web-based technology does not work
underground in subways
51 1 voice recognition difficult to understand for
people with heavy accents
Need more help for first time riders

None; positive experience.
Emulate Google trip planner
inexperienced rider
Complete installation of bus s
bus stops
Add Wi-Fi to buses and train

Improve voice recognition so

Add ambassadors at popular
times to assist first-time rider

Experiences
Need more information for first time rider

Suggestions
Provide info prior to arriving a
causing delays for regular cu

Ticket vending machine purchase options were
confusing
Didn't know how to buy a fare product

Use simple English & make s
separates 1'' time from expe
Create video to show how to
bus & by TVM
Explain why a TAP card is ne

Do I have to buy a TAP card?
Why is there a TAP card fee too?
How do I know what is on my card?
How do I use a paper day pass at turnstile?
Need to show riders where to tap their card
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Suggestions
Maintain human element to b
Provide information on how t
mobile device to receive infor

Locate validator by TVM

Improve signage at turnstiles
indicate how to tap card

NAVIGATING SYSTEM
Expectations
It will be easy to plan our
trip on rail but less so on
bus

Experiences
Signage acceptable but could be improved. Hard
to read train headsigns. Maps not as intuitive as
some international counterparts. Lack of signage
consistency.

Navigating our first and
Hard to find L.A. Live and Chinatown destinations
last mile may be a
after leaving stations.
challenge in an unfamiliar
environment
Transfer from Red to Blue Line confusing. Left
station and had to get help from passerby
Train arrival times on monitors were helpful
Confusion between bus and rail.

WAITING FOR TRAlNlBUS
Expectations
Experiences
This will be inconvenient. Wasn't inconvenient but not interesting either.
Stations are nice but boring (though liked station
ads and artworks.)

Not clear on where train is headed when it arrives.
No outward indicators as to what train is arriving,
not sure if train is for Purple or Red Line.
Nextrip helpful but not all stops have location #
Unclear of train's location when riding.
Union Station restrooms needed cleaning
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Suggestions
Place stations signs within sig
see destination options on pl
headsigns on train. Add "you
Signs should be consistent a
station points of interest map
trip planner at stations
Add wayfinding signs to majo
Disney as model for clear, us
Create 1-day tours wlinfo. & e
use. Provide area info. & con
"Road Ninja" app.
Improve wayfinding to ease t
Blue Line

Make signage & identity betw
more consistent.

Suggestions
Add more visual things to kee
explanation of station includin
architect. Provide California-o
vending machines for people
snack bars in stations or stat
info. kiosks to assist riders.
lmprove headsign & overhea
info. Add audio announceme
Label trains or use magnetic
Finish install of numbers at a
Add electronic map indicating
Clean restrooms more freque
sanitizer dispensers to station

RIDING ON BUS/TRAIN
Expectations
Vehicles will be crowded
but relatively clean; the
stops less so.

-

Experiences
Relatively pleasant ride. Buses & trains were
clean. Some etching on Red Line windows. One
observed that the high level of cleanliness was
"shocking." Bus was clean but busy
The Gold Line was very clean
Riding was simple and quick
When "request stop" is activated it can drown out
the announcement of the stop

TRANSFERRING BETWEEN VEHICLES
Expectations
Experiences
We don't expect this to
Transfers were easy in many areas - ex. North
be convenient
Hollywood and transfer to the Gold Line.
Transfers confusing in some areas, Nextrip wasn't
accurate at Raymond bus stop & confusion how to
transfer to Blue Line at 7th StlMetro Center
Station.
Staff was great, when we looked lost they were
there to help.
Bus stops- dirty in some areas, clean in others

Suggestions

Raise volume of bus stop ann

Suggestions

Improve wayfinding signs at 7
Station to ensure Blue and R
can transfer easily between li

SENSE OF SAFETY
Expectations
It will be 0.k. except for
nights & weekends &
safer than walking.
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Experiences
The perception of safety and security was high and
there was appreciation for on-board security and
responsiveness.
The bus driver provides a sense of protection.
People in uniform - security personnel & those
checking ticketslfares add to sense of security.
A fight broke out on a vehicle but was quickly
controlled-amazing to see police respond.

Suggestions

Provide information how to re
emergency.

COURTESY AND FRIENDLINESS
Expectations
Experience
Friendly driverslstaff.
Experience was uniformly positive - employees
were found to be friendly and responsive, even
though there was a language barrier in one
instance.
The operators & security personnel were helpful
&courteous, although in one instance security
personnel could have been friendlier.
It was great with staff - we looked lost and they
offered to help.
When driver sits on bus but doesn't let waiting
riders on early sends unfriendly message.

Suggestions

Should train cleaners & other
ambassadors to aid tourists &
wlsystem.
Operators should allow passe
the bus is at the bus stop

r

ACCESSIBILITY FOR PERSONS WITH DISABILITIES
Expectation
Experience
Suggestions
Seamless travel but
Observed numerous boardings of passengers with Suggest that Metro hold a foc
know pass-ups occur.
disabilities and didn't see any problems.
specifically for persons with d
Concern that those with visual or hearing
impairments might have difficulty with the clarity of
announcements & lack of alternative means to
determine when their stop is coming.
Physical access appears to be good. Saw person
in a wheelchair boarding a bus, several people with
visible disabilities were observed boarding the
train, including someone using a walker. All
appeared to be problem-free.
Enough space to navigate in a wheelchair. Not
sure about multiple wheelchairs.
Out-of-order elevators can be a real challenge.
Sight- & hearing-impaired might have trouble trying
to navigate to a new destination.
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ATTACHMENT C
2003 Metro Rail Signage Observations & Recommendations Summary

OBSERVATIONS
lnconsistent naming, information, logos, design, materials, etc
Signage appears to be done line by line, project by project; lacks systemwide approach
Stationslstops hard to spot on LA streets, lost in urban landscape
Poor placement of signage in system
Adhoc signage clutter (esp regulatory signage)
Frequent duplication
VMS messages too long and unclear (technical language used)
Non-compliant ADA
Poor contrast presentation (grey and white)
Some station names too long
Headsigns with "Happy Holidays" instead of critical customer info
Dual destination of Metro Red Line is confusing
Station wayfinding is insufficientlinconsistent
Lack of useful neighborhood maps in stations
Poor contrast presentation (grey and white, gold and white, etc.)
Too many colored logos, use of logo is mixed in both message and colors, confusing
Many variations of logos, lack of consistency
lnconsistent use of color for services, safety, ADA, etc.
Unclear messages
Inappropriate scale of signagelmessages
lnconsistent use of color for services, safety, ADA, etc.
Lack of signage standards guidelines or manual
Growing rail system but no signage departmentlstaff
Each department requests own signs, no centralized managementloversight
New capital projects do not include system signage impacts in their workplanslLOP
RECOMMENDATIONS
Short Term
Develop signage request procedure
Ensure compliance with agency communications standards for consistency across channels
Improve the variety, quantity and placement of transit maps
Provide centralized information wall
Encourage the announcement of stops
Make the transit vocabulary vivid and consistent for the commuter
Develop an appropriate system of directionalslwayfinding
Develop advertising guidelines for stations and cars
Create consistent information color palettelicon style
Create consistent user friendly languagelmessaging
Mixed terminology, MTA, LACMTA, Metro, etc.
Split the current Red Line into two route designations to clarify their different destinations
Provide simplified line maps
Ensure tone is customer friendly & helpful
Aim for signage that is consistent, clear, and customer friendly

Lonqer Term
Develop a long term funding strategy to keep signage up to date and in State of Good Repair
Ensure signagelwayfinding is an integral component of all new station & retrofit projects
Develop signage standards or manual
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Develop signage audit, request and review processes
Revise locations of rail platform signage
Develop a "transit beacon" for the LA Metro identity (bus or rail)
Place transit identification signage in consistent and appropriate locations
Reduce quantity of signage and create more effective placement standards
Reformat VMSICMS information for quick readability
Visually mixed presentation of signage
Replace poorly located, inconsistent, poor quality signs with carefully located, consistent and highquality signage
lmprove locations of signs to clarify message, assist with informationlwayfinding
Refine to give clear, distinct messages
Revise the locations of rail platform signage to better reflect pedestrian orientation
lmprove the visibility of platform station identification from rail cars
lmprove the architectural presence of the ticketing areas and the entry into the "fare paid" zone
Reduce oddball signs & clutter
Keep regulatory signage to minimum and unobtrusive
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FARE MEDIA OUTLETS
Description
Metro buses

Numbers in Service
2,700

Ticket Vending
Machines
Stand-Alone Validators

337

Fare Gates
Compact Sales Device

238
516

Retail Outlets & Metro
Customer Centers
K-12 Schools

485

192

Fare Products & Amenitie
Sells TAP cards; loads Day
Metro passes & Stored Val
Loads TAP internet purcha

Loads TAP internet purcha
Accepts Metro passes and

Supports all regional TAP f
at vendor and third party lo
employers, etc.
Sells all fare products

LAUSD and Pasadena Unified, Hawthorne
Academy and New Village Charter
UCLA, USC, Rio Hondo College and
Pasadena City College

Sells Metro student passes
campus
Supports various college se
quarterly programs to stude
employees

Annual & Business TAP

69 employers sell passes directly to their
employees
661 Accounts, 16,694 annual passes

Jury Pass Program

16 Superior Courts in LA County

TAPTOGO. NET
Social Service Agencies

14

Supports employees who p
fares at their workplace
Provides tax credit to empl
subsidize their employee tr
Offers 7 day pass to jurors
their mileage reimburseme
Sells 30 day Metro Passes
Provides passes to their co

Special College &
University Programs
(Metro & Regional
Institutional-TAP)
Corporate Sales
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REVIEW OF OTHER MAJOR TRANSIT PROPERTIES
New Technologies
What Some Other
Transit Agencies Do
Real time info for mobile
applications and at major
transit hubs, schools and
malls (some but not all)

What Metro Does

Items for Consideration

Nextrip offers mobile device users arrival info for
Continue efforts to extend Ne
the next bus. Approx. 1,200 number plates have
system.
been installed at bus stops and about 14,300 stops Fast track signage program to
remain. Communications will soon release a
installation of number plates (
mobile device application for iPhones1Androids
with QR codes) for entire Met
with closest stops/stations via GPS, trip planner,
years.
Nextrip & scheduled info, and service alerts.
Social media, Facebook, Utilizes Facebook, Twitter, blog tools and service
Consider incentive programs
Twitter incentive program alerts
networks to attract, new, youn
Wi-Fi and cellphone
Research costs to provide un
Released RFP for underground cell service with
access (some, but not
coverage as a customer ame
Wi-Fi option at all Metro facilities, buses & trains.
all)
This option will be evaluated to determine the
leverage existing online tools
financial feasibility to provide free Wi-Fi services.
engage riders.
Real time Rail Boards
Rail station monitors provide next train information Improve schedule accuracy, a
Modern Trip Planner
Research costs for current, m
Metro's Trip Planner software was introduced in
Technologies (most)
1999, and the most recent software update was in software(s); consider new sof
integrates with TAP, Nextrip a
2005; cosmetic updates were introduced in 201 1.
alerts, system status, and rec
destinations and discounts.
Research costs for developm
System Status (Good,
Utilize Twitter for unplanned system alerts for
dashboard showing real time
Delayed, No Service) for delays longer than 30 minutes.
stations, online and mobile de
entire system
(London, NYCMTA)
Research options for online c
Have full time online
Currently content management is only one of
development
for ever increas
content manager
several large scale responsibilities held by one
ensure maximum online comm
developing broad digital
staffperson. Massive massive amount of online
effectiveness.
communications
content is provided individually by multiple
strategies
departments; messaging may be overlapping,
contradictory, lack cross-referencing.

Metro Customer Experience

Amenities
What Some Other
Transit Agencies Do
Added Electronic Bike
Lockers
Adding kiosks &
seasonal customer
assistance at major
destinations.

Rolling out "Help Points";
2 buttons: 1 red for
emergencies & 1 green
for assistance
Adding solar powered
bus shelters

Partnered with Redbox to
install video vending
machines in select rail
stations
Install location for transit
themed artworks in rail
cars (NYCMTA)

Metro Customer Experience

What Metro Does
RFP planned for automated bike parking
rooms/enclosures at 4 stations. Metro is leading a
Countywide effort to launch "bike share" program.
Metro testing information kiosks and is now looking
at state of the art technology such as touchscreens
that could be connected to metro.net and provide
Nextrip and trip planning information. Large
flatscreens will be installed at the Harbor Gateway
Transit Center (previously Artesia Transit Center)
with Nextrip and rider information. Plans are also
moving forward to install LED or LCD displays on
Patsaouras Plaza. Several bus stop
enhancements are also planned. See cell below.
Intercoms at various station locations, somewhat
lost in station environment.

Items for Consideration

Evaluate cosvbenefits of touc
information devices at Union
sites.

Research ways in which Metr
these award winning Help Po
visibility of intercoms

Pilot study of lighted bus stops powered by solar is Evaluate pilot tesvstudy.
underway. Solar may also power electronic realtime displays. RFP to be released soon for pilot
study of solar powered real-time LED displays at
bus stops (4 units by up to 4 vendors). Displays will
function similar to a touch pad.
RFP was released to study cu
Vending machines are in select stations that are
future plans for vending mach
equipped with power and other resources
and a range of other concess
The study will examine indus
Occasional artwork posters featuring Metro
Consider options for including
destinations installed in rail car poster frames
transit themed artworks in ne
when available.
as transit information displays

Making Transfers Easier
What Some Other
Transit Agencies Do
Improved timed transfers
to rail & bus
Added "universal
transfer" any route &
destination wlin 90min.
Transitioned to one-way
& day pass fares

What Metro Does

Items for Consideration

Reviewed quarterly to fine tune transfer between
buses and rail
Day passes help riders transfer easily
Offers one-way & day pass fares, recently reduced
price of the day pass aboard buses.

Realtime info. for mobile
apps & at major transit
hubs, schools and malls

Nextrip offers mobile device users arrival info. for
the next bus. At present approximately 1,200
number plates have been installed at bus stops
with about 14,300 stops remaining.

Highly visible, iconic bus
stop designs (London,
NYCMTA, TriMet, Austin)

Metro last significant update of bus stop design
was prior to 1984 Olympics.

Complete installation at bus s
rail.
Fast track signage program t
installation of number plates (
with QR codes) for entire Me
years.
Consider developing updated
design.

What Metro Does

Items for Consideration

Ongoing employee training

Expand new employee orient
historical background of L.A.

Customer Service
What Some Other
Transit Agencies Do
Extensive customer
service training for smart
card readers
Relocated customer
center to major hub
Employ a Community
Manager to monitor
Facebook & Twitter for
rider input

Metro Customer Experience

Metro has 4 customer centers

Consider adding customer ce
transit hubs
Metro staff monitors Facebook, Twitter, other blogs Develop Social Media Policy t
as time allows. Recently added El Pasajero, a
consistency of messaging ac
consider employing an online
Spanish blog.
Manager to help expand succ
communications.

Signage & Wayfinding
What Some Other Transit
Agencies Do
Strong wayfinding conveyed
through quality designed
standardized iconic station
canopies (Bilbao, Paris,
WMATA)
Have long term strategy to
ensure signage is kept up to
date and in State of Good
Repair (including both capital
and operating budgets)
Develop comprehensive
Signage Standards to ensure
consistency, clarity and quality
throughout transit system-for
both existing system retrofits
and extensions.
Have in-house signage
programs that include
qualified design staff, project
managers, surveyors and
installers; contract out to
professional environmental
graphics firms & supplement
with staff.
Real time Rail Boards
Create collectible "pocket map
artworks" which feature
artworks by high profile artists

Metro Customer Experience

What Metro Does

Items for Consideration

Varied station canopies and materials. New
standardized canopies with contemporary
design and wayfinding features being installed
over subway entrances.

Develop more standardized
strong wayfinding elements
element of variability.

Generally covered in operating budget and not
capital budget; occasional capital budget
allocations.

Consider developing long te
signage upgrades and repa
operating and capital budge

Initiated development of Metro Signage
Standards.

Contract with environmenta
complete a more comprehe
Signage Standards.

Signage is somewhat ad-hoc. Consultants
contracted through different
departmentsldifferent qualifications. Lack of
assigned staff for project management and
implementation. Design reviews and project
coordination performed by temporary part-time
as-needed staff.

Develop and staff a signage
include qualified project ma
and installers experienced w
wayfinding. Create a qualifi
environmental graphics firm

Rail station monitors provide next train info.

Improve schedule accuracy
be added.
Consider pilot project to com
known Los Angeles artists t
"pocket artworks" that featu

Produce range of larger scale maps.

Customer Environments
What Some Other Transit
Agencies Do
Design Excellence
Principles/Programs/Review
Processes (New York,
London, Lisbon, Bilbao)
Employ platform trainwall
treatments and enhanced wall
wash lighting to improve
customer environments
(Multiple agencies)
Customized seat fabric in rail
cars by notable designers
(London)
MerchandizingILicensing to
leverage visibility of agency
and increase income (London,
New York, Boston, WMATA)
Other
What Some Other Transit
Agencies Do
Advertisinglpromotional
programs to attract ridership
and build awareness using
print, outdoor, tv, new media,
etc. (London, NYC, Tokyo,
Paris, Big Blue Bus, Foothill
Construction Authority, etc.).
MerchandizingILicensing
Programs to leverage visibility
of agency and increase
income overall (London, New
York, Boston, WMATA, etc.)

Metro Customer Experience

What Metro Does

Items for Consideration

Research design excellence approaches by
other transit agencies and government
organizations is underway

Off the shelf "balls & seals" rail seat fabric (also
used by many other regions throughout the
country).
No merchandizing or licensing program and no
branded merchandise sales program. No
licensing or product income.

Developlimprove design rev
including both new construc
that impact customer enviro
amenities, fleet).
Consider revising the Metro
Criteria to include architectu
exposed concrete walls with
friendlier materials and finis
trainwall and enhanced ligh
Consider developing unique
visually conveys LA'S rich c
culture while still meeting a
Research pros and cons of
merchandizingllicensing pro
branded product sales at M

What Metro Does

Items for Consideration

Produces and distributes range of print and
online materials.

Research other transit agen
and promotion programs.

No merchandizing or licensing program and no
branded merchandise sales program. No
licensing or product income.

Research pros and cons of
merchandizingllicensing pro
branded product sales at M

Exposed concrete treatments and down lights
(no trainwall wash lighting) is the current
standard.
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